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4Introductory.
The extensive use of alternating currents in the electrical
field may be ascribed to an inherent property of such a current.
It is the phenomena of an ever-changing field which encircles a
conductor carrying an alternating cixrrent, that allows of the
flexible transformation, both of current and energy. Tills prop-
erty of "aotion at a distance" allows of a great simplicity of
transformation which may be to a stationary secondary or to a
revolving rcjtor. The application of this fund^anental principle
may be surriined broadly under the general alternating current
transformer.
The Inherent advantages of this type of apparatus apply
equally to the "induction meter where the property of high
torque and consequent accuracy on light load, coupled with their
siinplicity of construction and low cost of manufactvire, maKe
them an ideal piece of apparatus.
The invention of a new deyice which does not infringe vQpon
these patents of Tesla and Shallenberger must of necessity em-
body featitres which are both original and radical. This,however,
is only a jpart of what might be claimed for the new induction
wattmeter, invented by 7/illiam Stanley, Here we have a novel
idea in a practical form which is strictly in accord with what
experience has shown to be the best meter practice.
The new principles involved in the motor device, may be
summarized as follows:-^
^Suggestions due to Mr O.Paccioli,

5(1) No shuiit flux separate from J^eries flux.
(2) Each motor has but one energizing flux.
(5) Torque not due to reaction of eddies excited by shunt
flux upon series flux and vice versa but due to reaction
of eddies vqpon a new flux that they themselves produce;
therefore torque is due to reaction of eddies and flux
which are always in phase .
It is seen that the principles embodied are novel and it
might be exa^ected that the application of these principles
would involve further innovations.
In fact the application of the fundsjnental principle of
the "pelf reaction" of a current on its own flux, presented
several distinct problems. Of these, we have the solutions in
the wing motor, the differential system and the combining trans-
former. The whole representing a unique solution of a diffi-
cult problem; one that is concise, clear cut and logical from
a mathematical point of view; and an efficacious one as regards
the patent situation.
In the present worlc it has been the purpose to make the
work of as general a character as possible and not to make a
commercial test of the experimental model the basis of the in-
vestigation. The work was found to be intensely interesting
and was with regret curtailed on account of the limited time.
Of the experimental data but a small portion is presented.
Thanks are due to the Inventor, Mr William Stanley, for
the loan of the experimental model and to Mr G.Paccioli for his

6patience in explaining the principles of the device and. to
Professor H.E.Olifford, by whose coiartesy the worK. was performed
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Boston, May 6,1907. S.H.G
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2. General Description . >-
Motor Element. The torque producing or motor element of tliis new
type of meter consists, essentially, of two electrical and two
I
magnetic circuits. The two will be called the primary and se-
condary electrical (or magnetic) circuits, respectively. The
I
primary or energising circuit consists of a coil,C, (Pig.l) placed
' on the pole of the laminated iron core, A. This core wliich con-
^
etitutes the primary magnetic circuit, has a gap,Q, tlirough which
passes the edge of the disc,D, This disk comprises the secondary
II
electrical circuit and is enveloped in part "by the stationary,
11
iron wlng,W, placed on one side of the pole, P. This wing com-
;
prises the secondary magnetic circuit.
Action. An alternating current flowing in the primary coil produces
a flux in the gap,G. This alternating flux induces in the
disc, eddy currents (the secondary current) whose paths are cir-
' cles with centres on the diameter, a "b, through the centre of the
pole,P. Obviously the torque effect of these currents on the main
flux is nil, as owing to the symmetry of the arrangement, the
action on the right will be equal to that on the left ajid in the
ij
opposite direction.
The wing on the pole,hov/ever, closely envelopes the secondary
current and produces on the one side of the pole a low reluctance
path for the secondary flux. This floix is acted on by the se-
oond8.ry current and there results a torque in the direction of the
i'
wing.
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It is in this basiy property that the device differs essen-
tially from all other devices of its kind. The active flux be-
ing produced by the active current ig necessaTily in phase ?d.th
it and v/e have an action independent of the phase relations of
the primary and secondary (or addy) currents, a principle at
once novel and of great importance.
Law of Meter, The torque produced by the c\irrent,Ix, in the field,
<^ , is evidently proportional to the product of these two quan-
i
titles
where,!, is the torgue and. It and 4a. are "the secondary current
and flux respectively. The flux, ^is produced by the current,
I^ and It follows
It will now be shown that the current, is proportional to the
prims-ry current, I, . The current, I, , in the coil,C, produces
the flux
,4;, and it is proportional to it. It then remains to
prove that the secondary current is proper tional to the primary
flux in order to establish the desired relation. 'iSie metallic
disc may be considered as a coil of one turn, if E^be the effec-
tive valiie of the electromotive force of this circuit
.5= 4.444>n E oc4i
where,n, is the frequency and,4> is the primary flux. A form factor
of 1.11 being assumed.

11

DiFFERENTiaL vSystem, (Fig. 3),
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Differential System. It has just been shown that the torque of
the motor element it proportional to the
square of the current in coil,c. It is de-
sired however that the rate of the meter be directly proportional
to the currents supplied; ix is therefore necessary to "auto-
jnatlc£tlly extract the square root" of this torque. Ifliis is ac-
complished by means of two elements working differentially.
The two elements are identical except that the wing on the
lower one is placed to the right while that on the upper is to
the left. Now the two discs are mounted on a common shaft and
as the two elements worX in opposite directions or in "differen-
tial", we have a net torque equal to the difference of the two
For the measurement of power each element is equipped with
two vdndings. One of these carries a ciorrent proportional to the
main current and the other a current proportional to the e.m.f
.
of the circiilt in which it is desired to measure the power input.
These windings are arranged as in Fig. 3 and it is seen that, while
the current. A, in the coiig A- and A^flov/s through each in the

14
Vector Diag-rmm. (Fig, 4)
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same direction, the current, B, flov/s through B, and B^ln oppo-
site directions, All colls being woimd in the same direction.
The current A will produce a flux, a, in the gap and the
currenty B, a second flux,h. These fluxes combine and we then
have in the upper gap, a resultant, (a-vb), and In the lower, a
resultant (a-b). It has been shown that the torque in the motor
element is proportional to the square of the primary flux. It
follows
T , = ( a+b )V a*^ + 2ab
= (a-b)V a""- 2ab^b"
T = T, - ~ 4ab.
As the fluxes, a and b, are proportional to the currents, A and B,
respectively, it is seen that we have a device in which the torque
is directly proportional to the product of the two cuiT?ents and
if A and B represent the current and e.m.f, in a circuit have
a measure of the power expended in that circuit.
In a case where the power factor is not unity, the input
will be E I cos &• I't niay be shovrn that the rate of the meter is
proportional to this quantity on such a load. The two fluxes
a and b will no longer be in phase but at the same angle as their
corresponding currents, A and B. Their resultant will now be the
vector sum. (Fig,4) in the one case and the vector difference in
the other. It follov;s
T, = (a+bcose)"^* (bsin^)"^
T^ = d"^ = (a-bcose)^ ^.(bsiner
T .= Tj - T^ = 4 abcos^
It is in this differential system that the important principle
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already stated is utilized. The current and e.m.f. combine to
produce a single flux v/hich produces the secondary (active) cur-
rent which in turn produces the ?5econd9Ty ( active )flux. The action
of the element depending on the simple reaction of these two and
the action of the system depending on the mechanical combination
of two such elements.
Compensation. It has "been shown that the secondary current depends
not only upon the flux but also upon the frequency of
the supply. It is therefore necessary to compensate for varia-
tions of frequency. This is accomplished as shown in Pig. 5, The
coils B| and are shunted by a noninductive re*i.str?iice,R, and
the resistajice of the coils is made relatively small. The current
in the windings of the meter will then vary Inversely as the fre-
quency and directly as the line current or
4> I, o<,
-pf
The torque produced vili then be practically independent of fre-
quency ,
The constants of the shunt and series coils can be arranged
so that the current in each lags behind its corresponding vector
by the same amo\int.

18

MoDIFfED ARRaNGrEnENT.('Fig. 6).
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Modified Form. In the foregoing arrangement, two colls were
necesspry on each pole, to provide the current and
e#in.f. factors, respectively. It is possible, however, to combine
these two currents in a single coil to produce the same result.
This is accomplished by the arrangement shown in Pig. 6, and M2.
are the motor elements, identical with thoj?9 used previously but,
as above, provided with but one coil. The transformer is arranged
with two secondaries which are connected as shown. The primary is
connected directly across the mains and induces currents in the
two secondaries which are closed tlirough the motor elements, C, andC^
respectively. The line current,!, enters at, a, and with the se-
condary, S|, as a shunt circuit, passes through 0, when it reaches
the point 0. It again splits at,d, and similarly unites at,b. It
will be noted that as before the current,!, flows tlirough both
coils in the same direction while the terminals of the lower se-
condory are reversd, so that the e.m.f . acts in opposite directions
in the two coils, a condition identical with the differential sys-
tem of the earlier form. If we denote the line current through
C| & by I, and that through the secondary S
^
& S.^, as I , it is
evident that I, will be proportional to I. We have the difference
here from the early form that the currents A and B now unite and
produce a flux proportional to,(A-^) or (a-B), while before the
fluxes only were united.
It is evident that the component of, I, which flows tlirough the
elements C, ft Ct. and which will be denoted (as before) by, A, will
be proportional to the main current,!. Also, the current produced
in the elements due to the e.m.f. ,E, and denoted by,B, will be

'^1
Vector DiagtRAm. (Rc^s.VandS).
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proportional to,E. There will then "be a resiiltant current
,
(a-B )
In the coll c, and a resultant, ( a+B ), in the coil,Ci.. These cur-
rents will produce the primary fluxes,(a+b) and ( a-b ),respectIve-
ly-
It Is necessary,however, to consider the phase relations of
the components, A and B. The line current,!, is resolved into
the components A and C (Pig. 7), the angle^O, ,between the current,!,
and the component, A, will depend on the constants of the two cir-
cuits. Considering the e.m.f. factor, the current,B, will lag be-
hind the impressed e.m.f.,E, by an angle O^. It is obvious that
these two angles, and must be equal, as if the current, A, does
Jfiot lag behind, the line current:,^ I,by the came amount that the
current, B, lags behind the e.m.f •,E, the true vector sum (A+-B) and
(A-b) will not be attained.
It is easily proven that the desired relation exists in the
arrojigement as employed here. Consider the simple series circuit,
b c, a(or SJdO^c), in which a current flows due to the e.m.f.
of the transformer secondary of the resistance of the <ioil,c, be
considered as negligible compared with its react ajice,X, and if in
the ooil,s, the reactance be Email compared with resistance, V, we
have a simple series circuit of resistance, V, and reactance, X, and
tan X
In the parallel circuits, a S b and a c b, (Plg.7) we have
A .= B
X
c = -2
—
the angle is evidently a right angle

23
= J:- tan ^1
But tan^^.=
, therefore &t — ^2.«
3, Analytical Discussion,
A general outline of the action and principle of the
meter has already been given. The more detailed study of these
actions is interesting as It bears directly on the design of the
meter, a few of these considerations will be briefly mentioned.
Primary Flux. The primary flux is directly produced by the primary
current with which it is in phase. As will be shoTm
later the reaction of the secondary on the primary is negligible.
We then have a simple law between primary current and flux. This
follows from the large air gap Included in the magnetic circuit,
of which it contributes about ninety per cent of the total reluc-
tance and also from the low flux densities en^loyed in the iron.
If, A, Is the area of the pole and,l, the length of gap and,
the primary flux then, ^ ^
MX
It also follows from this eqixation that the flux curve will be
similar In form to the current wave.
Secondary The alternating flux, <^ , produces an e,in.f . in the disc,
E,m,f , which is given by the formula

Eddy Currents in Di5c.('Fig.
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whereof. Is tlie form factor and ,N, the cycles per second.
Seconciary The secondary circuit consisting of the conducting
Onrrent. sheet or disc is the seat of the "eddy currents" upon
which the action of the device depends. These "currents
are more properly a single stream varying in density according
to the distance from the pole. The stream lines of Pig. 9 are
drawn tlirough points of equal current densities.
If a uniform field be assumed throughout the pole face, it
is evident that no current can flow under the pole face itself.
For at any point within the field, Plg.lO, there will always be
two equal and opposing e.m.f.a which neutralize each other. Prom
this consideration it follows that all the current must flow be-
tween the pole and the e^ge of the disc; the narrow strip, a c,
Pig.9. As the cizrrent density is necessarily much greater ih the
narrow strip th»iiugh,$i c, it follows that the drop in potential
through any element of the disc at thetpoint be correspondingly
greater than one situated diametrically opposite. It is seen the
position of the pole has a direct effect on the secondary resis-
tance. The distribution tliroughout the disc will be in accordance
with Ohm* 8 Law and the stream lines will be a series of circles
having their centres on the diameter, a b. As the resistance of
any such path will be directly proportional to its length and
consequently its radius, it follows that the current density
will be inversely proportional to the rgdius of the path. The in-
ductance of the circuit may cause a slight variation in the as-
sumed distribution but it will be neglected here. It follows

26
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that the resistance of all paths will vary inversely as the thlck-
nes8 of the disc. The torque will obviously be effected by the
square of this dimension.
If the current density at any point be denoted by^<d^and,V,
be the distance of the point from its centre and^iV^be the width
of the disc at tliat point, a8,m n. Pig.9.it follows that the den-
sity at any point will vary inversely as the radius and also as the
total width,w, then
K, being a constant depending on the e»m,f<, and thioKness and
conductivity of the disc. Pig.11 shows the distribution over a
section as, m n, pig .9.
It will be convenient in the following to locate the point
in mld-cuprent, p ,i.e. the point at which the current integral
to the left, n p, is equal to that on the right ,p m. In Pig.ll
it is evident that the area of the curve between any two radii
represents the summation of the current betv;een these limits as
dA .= ydx but y .= d -^t-, dx = dt» = dl- x dr dl
dr dr
*. I .s= J"ydx .= j"ddf ~
J"-!
.= K log-77-
V ^
The value of c may be determined by esraiuiillRg for r=C'^1
Inserting the limits between which we wish the summation
I K(log^)*; .= K log-&
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Then lf,T, , be the inner radius, t^, the outer radius and,T\.» "t^®
desired midpoint,
Klog -J^ .= K log —'
r,
"
This value might also be taken from the curve, Fig«12, the ordinate
at any point representing the current enclosed by the stream line
drawn tlirough that point. The distanceocon this curve represents
the radius Yq
Secondary The secondary flux which is set up by the current in the
Plux. disc will depend for its magnitude and path -ugpon the
magneto motive force and reluctance of the poBition.
There are two paths however which represent the most liiLely cases.
We might have a flux going around the path, g c b, Fig.13, This
is unlikely however owing to the length of air gap included, al-
though such a flux would have a large m.m.f . as it would link with
the maximum current. Again the flux might talce the path,d a, this
would include only a single air gap but woiild have the m.m.f. of
the heavy current outisde of the section, d a* If the point of
mid current be at, p, there will be no effective m.m.f. outside of
this point. Any point inside however will possess an m.m.f. and
moreover the resultant flux will cut a large current and obviously
will be useful in producing torque.
i'I
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A simple experinent will show that the second hypotheele Is
the correct one. It is observed that the direction of rotation
is always toward the wing. Now a consideration of Fleming's Jsule
will enable ua to deterjnine the direction of the effective flux and
eubsecLuently, its path. Assvime the current,!. Pig.14, to be flow^
ing in the direction shown ^at some instant; the two oases discussed
are represented by the two fluxes,X and Y, each of which is caused
by the current enclosed by it. Each of these is seen to cut the
mirrent,!, in opposite directions and consequently would tend to
force the disc in reverse directions. 2Iow, the disc revolves to-
wards the wing as already stated, A consideration of the above men-
tionedTulo of the thumb "shows that the effective flux at this in-
stant must cut the disc in a downward direction, therefore the flux
Y which fulfills this condition is the effective flux and the path
is through, d, and, a,Fig.l4.
A second experiment was previously made to determine the same
poii|j^. A wing was made according to the standard form but was
built so that the section at, a. Pig.13 could be interchanged and
the wing used with either a brass or ah iron piece at tliis point.
It is seen that if the path of the secondary flux were according to
the first assumption, i.e. tlirough g^fe. the effective flu>: would be
diminished if the section at, a, were of iron and increased if of
brass* Now, if the path, d a, is the effective one, the torque will
be effected in the reverse manner as the brass piece would intro-
duce an additional reluctance in the path, and the torque will be
diminished.
Ourrent-speed curves were taken in the manner explained else-
where, for the wing equipped first with an iron spacer and then

P
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with a brass one. The resulte are shovm in 5'ig, 15. It is seen from
these curves that the presence of iron at, a. Increases the torque
effect some fifteen per ceiit in this case, thus establishing a check
on the first proof.
Torque Effect, The force exerted on current in a field is obviously
proportional to the product ot the two. In determin^^
ing the usefulness of this pull or the effective torque, it is ne-
cessary,however, to consider the direction of the pull. This pull
will be in a direction perpendicular to the directidn of the cur-
rent. Now the effective pull is that exerted in a direction per-
pendicular to the radius through, O . It is evident that certain
elements|as at, 2, Fig ,16 will contribute little effective torque as
the pull is almost radial, while at other elements as at,l, the
pull is perpendiciaaT to the radius and is consequently effective.^
There are two other factors which enter into the determination
of the effective pxill besides the direction of the current, i.e. the
flux and the radius of the point. It was concluded that the maxi-
mum flux out the disc at a point close to the pole, considering
this and also the fact that tiie moment is proportional to the ra-
dius, it is to be inferred that elements such as at,l, are certain-
ly the most effective.
Instantaneous
Values torque of the meter has previously been
of Torque. treated only by its effective values; it is evl-
'^^The effective^pull of any element is proportional to projection
on radius.
4
>5EcoNDAf?y Flux. (Fig. I4-).
•
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dent,liowever, that fi^om the alternating nature of the current and
flux, the torque will not be constant but will vary trom one In-
stant to the next according to a cycle dependent on those of the
current and flux, respectively. It will be convenient to assume
sine wave forms Of current and e.m.f.
If a circuit of impressed voltage,?!, have a current, 0, lagging
by the phase angle
<^ ,Fig,17, the winding of the upper element will
have a current which is the vector sum, A, while in the lower one a
current ,B, corresponding to the vector difference will flow. This
refers to the modified form of meter as Pig. 6 in which the current
and e,m,f
,
are combined in a single winding. It is obvious that the
resultant flux and hence the effect is the same with either form.
It will be shown that the effective torque is independent of
the angle between the vectors, A and B, and is proportional to the
difference of their squares as previoiisly stated. See p
Let, a, be the instantajieoue value of the current in the iQ)per
coil and,b, that in the lower
a .= A sin w t
b = B sin^t
-h
t,e K aV K A^'sin^'w t
t^.sr K b .= K B^sin^fr t -tO )
t .= t^- t^= K(a^- b^ ~ K [a"" sin'^w t - B''sin'-(w t-t- #)]
-
K ^^'^arcosxw^^
_ areofijsiw tf
2 2 J
L —
2
i" L
<50S2.W t - B cos 2(w t^l
"""I"
^^^sin(2 w t 90*) - s'^sin 2 (w t + 0)^- 90°
)J

'66
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= W^-^ [a" sin 2(w t + 90'')+ (-B^) sln(2 w t -i- 90''-|- 2e )]
LetoC .= 2 w t -h 90'' & f .= 20
K --—^ - [A^sino^,+ (-B* ) sinK+ f )]
.= ^ [a sinoH- (-B^) (sinoccos ^ + cosc^sln ^ )^
2
.s: ^- [il"sin<x^ t(-B*) sino^cos ^ i-(-B ^)cosc\sin
2
K r ^ X 2 'I
-= j^(A t (-B ) COS
^
sin<-Y(-g ) sin^oosoi]
,
ly(i?7(-B'') cos b)% ((-b"") sin p)"" sin[<+t^-—
2 1- ^ rA+ (-:
-iC-B'OsinA
an
'
[a B^c^pJ
2
.K.
2
-1(-B^)sin2e Vl
VA'' -2A'*b'' cos 2€-tB^ sin (2wt-^90''+. tan — \|
/ A >B )cOSi^jJ
Ya'<- 2A'^B^cos2etB'< C0S2 (wt-1 /2ta5* ^^^^^ ^1
—^ COS 2ell
The final expression for the torque is seen to consist of a
constant term and a harmonic of twice the fundamental or im-
pressed frequency. These relations are phown graphically in Fig ,17
in which arc represented values of the currents, a and the cor-
responding values of the torque, and T^ and their resultant, ?•
^Note:- P sin X Q cos x =V'p%q'^ sin |^x i- tan"-'^-^]

lORQUE Effect of Current. (Fig. 16).
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It will be noted that the values of,Ti , are always negative,
it was plotted obove the axis for convenience in constructing the
net torque curve, T, the Instantaneous value of which is equal to
the difference of,T, and T^at any Instant,
The rather coinplex expression obtained is of the form
T .s= N^-P cos 2 X
where T is the value of the net torque at any instant. H is the
constant term,
^
K -A_r-JL- ^ p the coefficient of the harmonic func-
2
tion. It is evident that for any number of conrplete cycles the
second term will go through an equal number of positive and nega-
tive values, so that the average value of the torque will not be
effected by this term. This is shown in Pig.18. The shaded area,
R,represents the negative values of the torque,T, T/hlch occur
between a and b and $he second area,S, represents an equal portion
of the positive values. The remaining area, represents the use-
ful torque. The average valxae of the torque for a cycle will be
tills area dlviddd by its base or the length of the cycle. The mean
value is the line,m n, whihc is at a distance N from the axis.
This line is the axis of the harmonic.
The maximxan value of the torque will occur when cos 2X = 1,
when Ms N-^"P, This maxiraun value is probably effective in set-
ting up vibrations in the disc.
The mean value of the torque and that which is effective in
producing rotation of the disc Yrt.ll be the average value N .=
A — B
K — , which is independent of the angle between A and B.
2
1
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Vector R'elrtions. (Fig, 17.)
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4, Experimental Investigation ,
It is the purpose of the following work., most of which
Is experimental; first, to verify the fundamental laws upon which
the theory is based and second, to discover, If possible, the
secondary phenomena or reactions which accompany the fdrroer.
These secondary reactions which it is safe to assume^ exist
in almost any piece of electrical apparatus to a greater or less
extent, become of relatively great importance in an apparatus in-
tended for such purpose
€i8 the present where accuracy is the first
consideration. It is here that the value of the fundamental prin-
ciple and the limitations of its application majf depend,
I
Fundamental Law, The fundamental characteristic of the meter
element has been called the "law of the meter".
It may be stated simply, ^ proportionattiy of the torque to the
square of. the energizing current.
Secondary Phenomena, The secondary phenomena include all other
actions which accompany the fundamental op
occur in the application of the fundamental to the: purpose in
hand.
The principle secondary phenomena are treated under the
following heads
Frequency (b)Power Factor.
Secondary Reaction
Friction
Self*-bpaklng effect
Transformer
(a) Ratio
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Tlie necessity of moving parts In any mechanical device brings
In the element of friction. This factor is one of the most dif-
flciilt to treat and notwithstanding its wide importance in the
meter field no practical means have as yet been found which will
eliminate this harmful effect.
In machines of the present type where a hardened pivot turns
on a jeweled bearing, the effect is minimized to a great degree
but under the best of circumstances it may be found to exist.
Its presence is so universal that it will be found necessary to
consider its effect in each individual case*
In the above list the first two items are characteristic of
the device; the first having been treated in the earlier theory.
The self-brealcing effect enters in the application of the revolv*-
ing disc and the last items are brought in by the use of the
transfoimer as a means of providing the e.m.f • factor to the
metering device.
The self-braking effect will be mentioned, here, as it
enters most directly into the consideration of certain e3q>eriments
relative to the fundamental law. This fundaSlental law is possible
of direct proof by a measurement of the quantities concerned i.e.
torque and current. It is convenient,however, to further demon-
strate this this law in another manner and by a principle which
is quite widely emftfoyed in current meter practice.
If the rotating element is equipped with a retarding device
the drag of which is proportional to the speed, the speed will in
turn be proportional to the torque. It is in this latter rela-
tion that the self-braking effect enters. However, it will be
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"loRQUE Balance. (Fig, 19).
II
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shoim that wltliin certain lliftLts the "efi^ect" is negligible and
we have a linear relation of the torque and gpeed. This leads
us to a second and more directly applied law f> the proportionality
of the speed of the disc to the square of the current.
Fundamental Law.
Torque Oiirrent Curves. The meter has been described as a com-
bination of two motor elements working
In differential. Each of these elements
consists of an individual core, disc and wing and is complete in
itself.
In the investigation of the "law df the meter" one of these
elanents was used separately being entirely disconnected from ths;
other except througli the common shaft ^pon which both discs were
mounted.
In these tests the method of procedure was a direct measure-
ment of the torque by means of a torque balance. The balance, as
shown in Pig.19 consists of bell crank lever made of altoinum
wire and pivoted on a steel needle. This lever transmits the
force exerted by the disc to the weighing system which consists
of a Jolly balance.
The operation consisted in balancing the pull of the rotat-
ing element against the stretch of the spring and then calibrating
the spring by Known weights placed in the pan. Then from the ra-
tio of the lever arms the torque could be reduced directly to
gram centimeters.
The index of the balance being adjusted to zero and the
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reading observed while the circuit was open, the ciorrent is brought
to the desired value and the Index again adjusted to zero and a
seconding reading talcen. Similar readings being taken for values
of current throughout the range. The results of such tests cf
which several were taken at different frequencies are shown in
Pig. 20, 21, 22.
These curves are seen to be of the form of the parabola; the
general equation being y-t-a bx^ If In this latter expression, 2-
be substituted for,x^ then, y-i-a bX • which is the equation of a
straight line. If the orfllnates of the curve, I, be again plotted
using the sqiiare of the abscissae of,l, as the new abscissae, we
obtain the curve ,11 ^ Tills curve Is seen to be a straight line
t(B anticipated above. This curve is quite useful in the considera-
tion of the first citrve; for If the second Is a straight line then
the first must be a parabola; It being much easier to discover any
variation from the straight line than an equal variation from the
more complex curve.
Owing to the difficulty of accurate determinations for low
values of the current the torque current curve was not drawn to
the origin. We may however make some inference as to the lower
part of the curve by using the "test" curve mentioned above.
The curve, II, was found to be a straight line for a consldera^
ble range of current, deviating somewhat for the higher value of
the ciarrent. If we produce this curve it does not pass through the
origin as we might at first e^^ect but Is seen to cut the vertical
axis somewhat below the origin. It follows that curve, I, must also
pass through this same point. We may then extend our tor|[ue curve
to this point.
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It Is now seen that the torque current curve cutr? the hori-
zontal axis at a point to the right of the origin. This intercept
represents the current below which there would be no torque exerted
at the shaft. The intercept on the torque axis which is negative,
corresponds to the "negative torque" which must be overcome before
there is any tendency of the disc to move. Tills force corresponds
to the mechanical friction of the bearings. If our curve, II, were
exactly a straight line, it Is to be concluded that the friction is
constant and independent of the torque.
The effect of the friction can be shown in a more accurate
way in another manner. If the torque of the disc were proportional
to the square of the current then
T
= K
Pig.^3 represents the data of Fig. plotted in this manner. The
curve is seen to be decidedly concave towards the axis and the value
of,K, Is not constant throughout the range. If,however, as indi-
cated by the previous curves the fom
T-ra KI^ &K~ —^-^
la
be used where, a, is the intercept as taken from the torque current
curve it is seen that the value of,K, becomes very nearly constant.
This again leads us to the conclusion that the friction is prac-
tically constant in value.
Prom a consideration of the above facts it appears that the
torque produced by the current is proportional to the sq\iare of the
current but owing to the mechanical friction of the bearings the
effective torque departs slightly from this law by an amount wliich
is evidently proportional to the de^^ree of mechanical friction
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present in the Instrument.
speed Current Cxirves. In these tests,' the object of which is to de-
termine the relation of the speed and energizing current, the
same circuit was used as in the previous tests, i.e. the lower
element. The upper disc "being equipped with drag magnets furnishes
a suitable retardation without effecting in any manner the action
if the motor element.
The procedure here consists of observing the speed of the
dies for various values of the current. The speed of the disc
being computed from the revolutions of the disc, as counted, and
the tine corresponding. In seconds as obtained by a stop watch.
These Observations being taken for various values of the current.
The results of such tests are plotted in Pigs. 24,^55, 26. 27,
talcen at various frequencies. In these tests j^s before the test
curves are drawn using the square of the observed current as the
abscissae. Both curves are similar in general form to those ob-
tained in the previous tests. There is however one difference
that has already been referred to and which is quite noticable,i<iO.
the drop of the "straight line" or test curve, II, for higher values
of the speed. Tliis effect which will be taken up later is seen to
be negligible at the lower speeds.
These curves produced as before again intercept the vertical
axis at a point below the origin. Tliis intercept again correspondr-
ing to tlie meclianical friction, indicating that the curve of the
instrument is of the form r
^ a .= KI
, or K .=
s I
-
*
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Where, a, represents the friction. The form of the curves is seen
to bear out the proportionality of speed to current squared to a
close degree, throughout a long range of curren]! frequency.
Secondary Phenomena. Frequency. The meter element is effected by
the frequency of the supply cur-
rents in a way which is shown by the expression derived for the
secondary e.m.f. where it was shown that
e ^ = K w I
and as the torqije varies as the square of the secondary ctarrent,
it follows that the frequency will therefore enter into the second
power. There is one factor however which tends to a departure
from this law. This is the reactance of the secondary circuit
which tends to compensate for the oh^mges in frequency.
Oicrves plotted between frequency and torque and also frequent
oy and speed are shown in Figs. 28 and 29. These curves were plot-
ted from the curves of the torqvie current and speed current tests
^
respectively. Each curve representing the value of speed or
torque corresponding to the current indicated on the tests taken
at the several frequencies.
The curves appear to be nearly straight lines between the
limits taken but intercepting the horizontal axis considerably to
the right of the origin. Fig. 30 is a curve similar to Pig. 29 but
extending over a greater range of frequency. The dat^i being ta-
ken mostly at the lower frequencies. The curve then assumes the
well known form of the parabola. The previous curves,wliich were
apparently straight lines, being arcs of the same curve at a dis-
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tance from the origin.
In Pig, 30 the" test ^ cjurves are drawn for two of the curves.
It iff seen that there is a considerable departure from the straight
line. This is due to two effects already mentioned; the first be-
ing the self-t>raKing and the second the reactance of the secondary
circuit.
Secondary Reaction. The secondary flux which is produced by the
secondary currents in the disc, reacts to some
extent upon the primary circuit. This reaction is quite small
owing to the construction of the secondary magnetic circuit which
leads most of tliis flux away from the core. The currents complete-
ly surrounding the polo however send some flux back through the
core.
To determine this effect the reactance of the primary circuit
was measured with current flowing in the secondary ajTd again with
no current in the secondary. The effect of the wing on the primary
core was also determined.
A current was passed through the winding of the meter element
and the drop was measured by means of a sensitive dynamometer.
Observations being taken when the element was equipped with disc
and wing; with wing alone; with disc alone and with neither disc
nor wing. From these drops as observed and the resistance the re-
actance was computed as below. Observations being taken fv9 two
vfitiues of the current in motor winding.

Wing and dieo
Wing alone
Neither
Disc alone
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SunDnary.
Z
•1300 •1297
.1376 •1372
.1277 .1275
.1212 .1211
5.87^pprOX
X
.1315 .1312
.1395 ,1390
.1300 .1298
.1227 .1225
Resistance .= .0232
Frequency == 60
From these results it appears th* the impedance is greater
in every case, as measured at the larger current. Further it is
seen that the drop is almost entirely a reactive one, the resis-
tance "being quite small in comparison.
The reactance of the coil when equipped with neither wing
nor disc was computed as .1275 (at 4.2*). The addition of the
wing increa??ed this reactance to .1372 or about 8^. Tliis means
that lihis amount of flux was carried by the wing. As the disc
was put in place the reactance again decreased, to .1300 or
about 5.3^. This means that the secondary currents send a bade
flux of that amoimt which links with the primary. Another meas-
urement was taken of the drop with the disc alone. This value
shows an increase of only 5.1f^ over that without, A part of the
difference between this and the first observation (5.3fo) is
probably due to greater reluctance of magnetic circuit due to
absence of v/ing.
The effect of these reactions which as stated are very small,
does not effect the operation of the instrument to any extent^as
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these reactions tend only to coin'oins with the primary flux to
produce a new flux which is again proportional to the current but
of a slightly reduced magnitude • Althojyigh the effect of the wing
is to increase the induction it is probable that the effect 1b
also harmful as the increased flux threads the gap of the v/ing
in a direction opposite to that of the useful flux.
Self-Brafolng Effect, The retardation due to the action of a flux
on the current generated by it in a moving disc Is a property
much utilized in current meter practice. This phenomena is also i
present in another manner besides that regularly engployed as the
retarding device and constitutes a chief Cactor in the difference
between t he torque and speed curves. It prevents the simple pro-
portionality of speed and torque ii^om obtaining at higher speeds
it is of greater iinport than the element of ftlction. .
The alternating flux of the core induces in the disc eddy
currents i?pon which the action of the device depends. There are
also currents generated by the revolution of the disc through this
flux. It is these currents in thsir action upon the main flux that
produce the self-brciXing effect.
j
These currents are alternating bjit as they are practically
in phase v/ith the flux, their effect is a net torque opposing the
rotation. As it arises frcan the rotation of the disc tiirough ths
main flux, it has been called the self-braking effect.
If the disc rotate with a velocity, V, in a field of strength
<^^j^there will be generated an e.m.f . where
a4>,V

But Jjp^ c dl,
T» = O d'"!,'' V .= f r V
V.= g (T - T»)
But T h I,^
V s= -fcUiL*ij ,sr
IfJ f I;'- ' 1 ^ m
Determination of Effect. The two motor elements which comprise
the differential system are connected only by the common shaft of
the two discs. This combination affords a convenient laethod of
determining the magnitude of the effect.
If the winding of a motor element be excited but the wing be
removed it is evident there will be no rotational effort. If,
however, the disc is rotated by some external force it vrill cut
the flux of the excited core and the self-braking effect will be
the same(neglecting the secondary flux) as if the wing were pres-
Gent and the disc rotated by virtxae of its action. The effect
depending on both speed and flux the disc must evidently be driven
at the speed corresponding to the flux in the core under normal
operation.
& T» =
1+ m l\
n I,
It
t
I
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To acconQ)ll8li this purpose the wing was removed from the
upper core and the winding connected in Reries with that of the
lower element which was equipped with Its usual wing. The re-
tarding magnets were placed on the upper disc as in previous
tests*
If speed current curves be taken with the apparatus thus
arranged it Is seen that we will have not only the self braking
effect due to the \Q)per element but also that due to the lower
l.e« the total effect is doubled* If the ordinary speed cur-
rent curve bo plotted on the same sheet it is obvious that the
difference of the two ordlnates for any ciirrent will represent
the effect at that current, as
("7")^= = K(T-2T»)
V, - T»
Pig. 31 represents the two curves. The points of the two
being taken alternately at each current. Curve,I, is taken with
the lower core, only, energlztoi and Curve, IT, being taken with
both energlzfcd- Curve, A, was constructed by taJelng the difference
of the ordlnates of Curves,! & 11, and Curve,B,was constructed by
adding the ordlnates of, A, to those of,i, which gives the c\irve
that would be obtained if the self-braking effect were not pres-
ent. This follows, as
(I) .= K(T-T« )
(A) = K T»
.'.(B) = K T
'1 _
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AS in tlie prevloias curves it is convenient to construct test
curves plotting the speeds to the current squared as new abscissae
Curves,!*, II' & B' represent this relation for their correspond-
ing curves. Prom these it is seen that,B*, is an accurate straight
line while, I», deviates slightly and II ' a greater oinount.
?roin the character of tlie test curve,B*, it may be infer::»ed
that the curve B is a correspondingly accurate parabola. It may
also be observed that the straight line intercepts the axis at a
point below the origin corresponding to the mechanical friction
as in previous tests.
The speed current curves obtained previously were acciirate
^
curves through the range of speed employed in thff practical ap-
plication of the meter. Ihese curves however show that the law
of the meter holds through an extended rajige and farther that the
self-braKlng effect is the principal factor in the deviation from
tills law,
||
Transformer. The addition of the transformer in the modified f
form Introduces slight complications into the action of the meter.
The tvio principal effects are the regulation and power factor of
the device. !
'I
The regiaation of the transformer is slight and as the volt-
age on the mains varies by only a few per cent, the load and con-
sequently the primary and secondary drops are effected in a cor-
respondingly small amount and as the total drop is itself slight
the effect under normal conditions is very slight.
i
The use of the transformer in the modified form of the i
meter involved a certain secondary power factor which by a prop-
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er arrangement of constants was made equal to that of the
olrcult to be metered. The condition for this equality was
that the resistance of the motor winding was negligible com-
pared with its inductance and that the inductance of the trans-
foimer was negligible compared with its resistance. Each of
these conditions are obtained only in the ideal case.
TO determine the regulation of the transfonner, ordinary
speed torque curves of one motor element were obtained and then
a second set from the same element, in which the current was
supplied from the transformer at various primary voltages. The
results of the test are shown in Fig. 32. Curves I and I J repre-
sent the ordinary speed curves and are plotted with current
and current squared as abscissae. Curves II and II • are the
second test and are plotted to the impressed voltage and its
square, respectively. Curve,!*, Is seen to be a straight line,
while, II* io seen to drop off slightly from this straight line
showing the effect of tl» drop at the terminals of the secondary
from its assumed magnitude.
The "elimination of the transfomer inductance" Is accom-
plished by the reversed direction of the series current in one
coil. Following are data taken from tests on the transformer and
motor winding.
Trsftsformer.
One second^!Ty alone
X r
•2684 .0443
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Two secondaries opposed. Each
X r X Y*
•0215 .0896 ,0108 •0448
Motor Winding*
X T
.1S97 .0575
Using the above values^ the angles ^, and denoted previously
were ooinputed as follows* Sec page and Figs 7 and 8
A = E (g, ^ d )
I S [(g,-h g^) + d(b, ^. b^)
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A.= I! (2.87 6.A?) .= 2.87 6.47 « 7.03 E
C ,= E (20. 77^- j 5.66) .= S \/'SoT77% 5 . 66^ = 21.55 E
I = S (23.64+ d 12.1,^) c eY^25.64V 12.13'' = 26,57 E
COB t7| .= - r= ,777
2 A I
e^ L= 51'
tan e ^= % -*iaa5-^122 ^ .1417 ^ ^^j^3^
K;-^ Yl .0573 .0448 .1021
e^?= 54°15»
^-©1 S^IS* 5= 3.25'* = angular error.
Note:- cos 3.25" == .9984
It is 9©sn from those figures that although It Is not prac-
tical to construct a machine which neither has Induttance in the
transfoimer nor resistance in the motor winding, it is possible
to accomplish the seoae effect to a close degree of precision
by proper adjustment of these constants.
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th icKnesses -.015 Transformer Iron.
COF?E STAt^PlNGS. (Fig. 33.)
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.03' "Tronsformer Iron.
Sketch of W/ no. (Fig. 34-.')
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Description of Model ^25«
In the development of this new meter a number of experi-
mental models were constructed. These were of the same general
construction and varied principally in the imttor of details.
The first models were however of the two winding type while the
latter ones used the transformer to combine the e.m.f . and cur-
rent factors. It is one of these latter that tiAb used in the
previous work. The machine being designated as Model #25.
The cores of the two elements which are identical are com-
posed of .015 " transformer sheet; built ixp to a tliiolaiess of
.6 in. The center limb of the shell (Fig. 35) which carries
the winding is also 6 in. wide, maMng an air gap .J^6 sq.in.
by .1 in. long. These two cores are mounted on a steel plate
upon which the various parts of the mechanism ej^e inounted.
The rotating systaii consists of two alunlnura discs S in. In
diamete* and .035 in. thick, mounted about 1.1 in apart, upon
an aluminum staff about .1 in. in diameter. This staff is
supported by a "rotated Jewel" the pivot being held in a spring
seat in the end of the shaft. The upper bearing is merely a
cylindrical pivot turning in a hollow adjustment screw. The diecs
are checkered to give thero additional stifftiee's.
A bracket on the front plate serves to support each of the
two wings. (Pig. 34) These wings are made up of .03 in. trans-
former iron and have a space air gap of .085 in. on which the
disc revolves. Each wing is held on its bracket so that it may
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36 thicknesses —.OlS'nTansformer Iron.
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be drawn in or out to provide the proper wing area.
At the bottom of the front plate Is mounted the trans-
former (Pig.ss) which Is of the shell type. The core Is built
up of .015 transformer Iron. The magnetic circuit having but
a single joint. The primary which takes the voltage of the
mains is wound on the Inside, While the low pressure secondaries,
of which there are two, are on the outside.
The circuits wiiloh are shown in Flg.M contain three adr-
Justable resistances, which are provided to compensate for any
difference in the two elements. It will be noticed aJ-so in the
diagram that the windings of the trainsfomer are arranged so
that the shunt current passes through the two halves in opj?*-
site directions; the Inductive Effect on the transformer and
the shunt circxiit itself being practically nil The resistances
at,m and n, are of Oermsji Silver and are introduced to proper-
ly adjust the valve of the shunt snd series currents In the mo-
top winding and also to adjust the auxiliary power factor.
The meter is |jf|fovided with the usual retarding magnets
and recording train. The magnets are two in nunber and are
placed with poles reversed, thus localizing the eddy currents.
These magnets are placed on the iipper disc of the diffarential
system. The magnets are adjusted by magnetic shunt which is
arranged to give a wide variation in the flux of the magnets.
The recording train is connected to the shaft by a worm gear and
consists of a series of dials. To the last of these is geared
the rotated jewel which makes one revolution to about one
million of the disc.
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Trc^nsformer
-6-
RRf^aNc^EMElNT OF MODE.U'^^S (Fig. 36.)
(Bc^cK View.)
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The whole device Is very compact And 1b contained in a
metal case a^out 4^/2 in. x 5 In. x 6l/> in.
Adjustraente,
The adjustments of the meter are three (not including the
adjustment of the constant). These three adjustments are pro-
vided to balance inequalities of the two elements. They are
(1) To adjust wing areas so that the same current will produce
equal torque in each elesaent. (2)To adjust circuit to that
shunt current is equal in the two windings. (3) To adjust cir-
cuit 30 that series current is equal in the two windings.
The first adjustment is made by ronoving the T«>per sliding
contact when the two elements exe directly in series. If a
current is sent tlirough the meter, the wings may be set in or
out until equilibrium reaults and the discs rotate in neither
direction.
The second adjustment consists in applying line voltage to
the transformer primary, when with no current in the series ter-
minals the sliding contact may be placed so that equili-
brium again results. It is seen that this adjustment cuts re-
sistance out of one of the transformer ciroiiits and puts it In
the other.
The third adjustment consists in sending a current through
the meter when no pressure is applied to the transformer termi-
nals; the two lower sliding contacts being so placed tha% equi-
librium is again reached. This adjustment varies the resistance
in parallel with the motor windings; equllibri\«tt being reached
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When the two elements are equally shunted.
COKimeroial Tests,
The performance of a meter under ordinary load conditions
is the most iniportant indication of its value as a commercial
instrument. Accuracy being the essential feature in such a de-
vice.
A few runs were made on Model #25 to determine its accuracy
under load coi^itions both at normal power factor and fre-
quency and then with a variation of these. The results of such
runs are shown in Pig. 37 Se 38. The curves are seen to have a
characteristic shape which is effected but little by frequency
though the curve is displaced somewhat for the lower frequency*
The curve at .5 P.P. shows a striicing decrease of rate for the
larger loads. The meter was found to run on a load of 6 watts.
The above tests were made with the train ranoved. The meter
runs either backward or forward, the constant varying but little
when the meter is reversed by reversing e.m.f. or current.
The deviation of the constant under varying loads is a
matter of adjusting the magnetic constants and would not appear
to be an irremediable fault of the instrument. On the other
hand the extreme sensitiveness of the meter in regi^ering
light loads; the fact that it does not creep and further runs
equally well in ei their direction are advantages inherent in the
device.
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Tost
Speed Voltage Curves 60 nJ
(Pig. 52)
s
Volte
VV
Rev.
QO
Sec.
P/8 E
118. S 4 24.7 .1620 14050
107.9 4 50.5 .1512 11650
98.0 3 27.8 .1079 9620
82.6 2 27.5 .0755 6820
70.6 2 41.5 .0482 5000
56.4 1 43.6 .0230 3180
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Test 8
gpeedf-Ciirrent curves
(?lg.32)
I V S
Amp. Rev, Sec.
2.99 2 41.4
3.52 2 27.1
4.02 5 28.9
4.49 4 29.9
4.98 5 39.5
5.50 7 52.7
6.10 8 30.8
6.50 9 29.3
7.06 10 27.6
7.61 12 28.5
8.20 16 33.0
9.10 16 27.4
60 {%J
T /b I" r/s/r ^
.0484 9.00 .00538
.0738 12.40 .00596
.1038 16.20 .00541
.1339 20.20 .00663
.1672 24.80 .00875
.2139 30.30 .00706
.2596 57.20 .00698
.3072 42.35 .00726
.3620 50,00 .00724
.4210 58.00 .00727
.4850 67.20 .00722
. 5840 82.90 .00704

Test '^11 a
Torqiie-CuiTen t
(Pig.20)
I
Amp
.
d
un
P
A. OA
3J- .V
X 1a. X o *>
A 1 O*#J. V J. .9
4.32 2.3 •142
5.00 3,0 •185
5.90 4.3 •266
6.54 5.0 .309
8.30 8.5 •525
8.50 9.1 .556
d (mm)
P (g) .== ^
16,17
T I" K
wr, cm pr
.100 5.40 1 00457
• 248 9.75 ,00619
• 372 14.00 •00662
•468 16,85 ,00695
•563 18.70 ,00760
.740 25.00 ,00740
1.064 34.85 ,00784
1.236 42.80 .00725
2.100 69,00 ,00761
2.224 72.40 ,00763
T (g,ora) .= 3.99 ?(g)
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Test #llb
Speed-Current 50 /ti.
TX
T
13ATT
8 P
B
T
Jk
r
I
2.07 1 60.3 .0166 4.29 •00386
2.72 1 25.1 .0398 7.42 .00537
3 .46 2 28.5 .0702 12.00 ,00585
4.22 3 27.0 .111 17.86 .00322
4.98 4 24.5 .163 24.80 ,00653
6,43 7 25.6 .273 41.40 ,00659
8.45 10 23.1 .453 71.50 .00606
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Tost ^11 c.
Torques-Current 45 /lJ~
(Pig.;?!)
I d P T I"
Amp. Mm 0. Q.cm
X • J. . voo 97P -0170
9 .0167
10-? -0127
5.69 2.9 .179 •716 13.6 ,0131
4.02 3.S •204 .811 16.20 .0126
4.43 4.5 .278 1.112 20.10 .0138
5. SO 6,4 .396 1.534 28,15 .0140
6,55 10.2 .631 2.524 42.90 .0147
8.50 17.1 1.057 4.224 72,30 .0146
dCinm)
P (g) ^ ^
16.17
T (g.can) 3.99 P(g)

Test ^1 d.
(Pig.25)
gpeed-Ourrent. 45|%L
I
jUnp •
r
Rev.
B
Sec.
r
8 I
K
r
8
"T"
1,92 2 39.7 .0504 3.70 .0137
S 54.
8
.0863 6.36 .0157
2.96 3.5 30.0 ,1167 8.73 .0133
3,23 4 28.2 .1418 10.44 .0136
4*06 6 30.7 .1952 16.53 .0118
4.92 10 29.4 .3404 24.30 • 0140
5.83 16 34.2 •4680 34.00 .0138
6.96 24 37.3 .6440 48.85 .0132
9.05 30 31.0 •9680 81.20 .0119
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Test ^2 4
SspeecSr-Gurrent 71.4 ftf
(Fig.27)
I P S r
r
s
Amp. Rev. Sec
_ s
I ^
1-20 1 32.8 .0352 1.44 .0244
1.42 40.6 .0493 2.02 .0246
1.80 2 26.6 .0753 3.24 .0232
2.32 4 30.1 «1329 5.38 .0247
2* /I gt,o 32. J. . J.OO0 « .34
3.22 8 30,0 .2662 £0.36 .0257
3.67 10 28.6 • 350 13.47 .0260
4.41 14 27.7 ^506 19.45 • 0260
5.03 18.66 28.1 .664 25.30 .0262
6.02 28 50.5 .918 36.24 • 0253
6.96 30 24.6 1,219 48.44 • 0252
7.90 40 26.6 1.562 62.41 .0251
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Test No,14. a.
(Pig.22)
Torque-Current 60
P
I d g.
/nperes Mtai
at
• 2t> .
J. • nU •53 flp.033
JL ,9 / 1 .45 no Q.Uoo
2*5JL 1 onJL aOS/ ITT
3.70 .JLOY
3.72 4.40 .272
4.44 6.30 .389
5.05 8.80 • 544
6.04 12.90 .793
7.02 17.60 1^089
7.85 22.30 1.379
8.80 27.50 1.700
9.90 35.00 2.162
G.Cm
Cm I I
OA
. VO
o.oo
^1 /I o » ow
AIts O .<'4 . w /4o
jL .OOO
2.178 25.50 .0854
3.192 36.43 .0875
4.356 49.28 .0885
5.516 61.62 .0897
6.800 77.44 .0880
8.648 98.01 .0883
d* == deflection for Ig. 16.17 mm.
T = — X V X P 3.99 P
a
p =
16.17
T - —X V X j= .247 d (G.Om)
a 16.17
I
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Test No«14«b»
(?ig.26)
Spoed-Current 60^.
_r
p 8 r I"
8
I
Rev. Sec* 8 1
itiop*
1 45.2 .0221 1.85 . 01194
1.79 2 39.5 • 0507 3.20 .01584
2.08 S 39.8 .0754 4.33 .01739
2.37 4 36.1 .1108 5.62 .01970
3.14 6 29.5 •2032 9.86 •02062
3.78 8 26.3 .3040 14.29 .02126
4.61 12 26.5 .4530 21.25 •02130
5.21 16 27.6 • 580 27.14 .02138
6.19 20 25.1 • 7 7 38.31 .02062
7.10 24 23.6 1.017 50,41 .02017
7.90 30 25.3 1.146 62.41 .01836
9.12 36 22.8 1.490 83.17 .01793
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Torque Frequency Curves.
1'orque.
2 amp. 4 aiQp. 6 amp 8 amp.
30 A/ .05 .44 1.04 1.95
,3.9 .85 2.07 3.75
60 /t/ .27 1.35 S.IO 5.67
Data taken from Pigs 20,21, & 22.
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Test
Speed Current 60 ft)
Iron
TX VV co V /f? v/s/i^a x
Amp • Rev. Sec.
1.30 1 31.0 .0322 1.69 .0191
2.00 3 44.0 .0683 4.00 .0171
2.35 5 35.4 .1752 8.12 .0216
3.56 7 32.2 .2173 12.67 .0172
OW.O . uj. f
5.39 18 36.6 .482 29.05 .0166
6.70 28 38.2 .582 44.89 .0130
73 Q o O
TX T QO V /<? I v/s /lV b/J
unp. Rev. Sec.
1.35 1 31.6 .0316 1.82 • 0174
1.97 2 31.4 .0638 3.88 .0164
2.70 4 33.4 .1198 7.29 .0164
3.70 8 36.2 .2210 13.69 .0162
4.73 12 53.2 .361 22.37 .0162
6.91 20 36,4 .550 34.93 .0157
6.98 24 32.4 .742 48.72 .0152

Test ^23
Test" Curves
(Fig. 29)
2 flonop
.
4 soup
.
y
Freq. Speed K Freq • Speed r
r r
s
/%A
—
s
s
69.5 4830, 1132 23«4 69.5 4830. •492 .102,
S7.0 1369, • 0385 28,1 37.0 1369. .1876 137.
27.2 739. .0160 21.7 26.8
15.3
718.
234.
.1037
.0243
144.
104.
6 amp • 8 amp.
K
Freq,
V
Speed
p/s
K FPeq.
V
Speed
r
s
T
8
69.5 4830, 1.096 230. 69.5 4830. 1.792 371.
57.0 1369. .426 311. 37.0 1369. .692 506.
26.7 713. .234 528. 25.7 660. .366 554.
18.0 324. .1092 338. 21.5 462. .250 541.
9.3 86.5 .0274 317. 16.8
12.2
9.2
282.
149,
84.6
.1438
,0667
.0309
527.
447.
366.
' II
D7
Speed Frequency Curves
(Fig. 29)
Speeds,
2 anrp. 4 amp. 6 anip
,
8 amp.
30 (XJ .014 ,100 .239 .397
45 ^XJ .057 ,218 ,495 .804
60 /tJ .067 •340 ,750 1,22
71.4 /tJ ,098 .419 .917 1.52
Data taken from Fig's 24,25,26, & 27.
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Test # 23
Speed Frequency
(ng.30)
2 snip • 4 0inp. 6 anQp
.
8 amp
.
Preq, S5)epd Preq. Speed Preq. Speed Preq. Speed
r/s /V/s r/s 1 r/s p/s
• A.J.OA 69 .5 1,096 69,5 1.792
37.0 .0385 37.0 .1876 37.0 .4260 37.0 .6920
27.2 .0160 26.8 .1037 26.7 .2340 25.7 .3662
15.3 .0243 18.0 .1092 21.5 .2500
9.3 .0274 16.8 .1488
12.2 .0667
9.2 .0309
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Test ^26 a.
Porformance Tests 61^
P.P. W ^ s "^sy^
1,0 102 4 65.8 ,000615
203 10 76,2 647
299 12 60.4 720
400 16 58.6 683
504 20 58.4 682
599 24 58.8 687
706 30 62.0 689
704 30 62.4 687
802 36 65.4 686
892 36 59.4 681
998 40 59.6 673
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Test ^26 b
Performance Tests 61 /%j
P.P. W ^ S
1.0 55 2 60.4 .000625
102 4 60.6 647
200 10 75.6 662
501 12 59.8 668
402 18 64.6 695
507 20 57.8 684
600 24 58,8 683
697 28 58,6 685
810
. 36 65,4 680
910 40 65.2 675
1020 40 64,6 609
Meter runs on 10 watts.
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Test 27 a
PerfOmanCO Tests 61 Ak
w
52 2
4
205 8
302 12
406 16
400 16
L-400 16
500 20
600 24
690 28
803 32
900 36
1007 40
S
,UUUo40
O iO
EC O o94
c c ooo*o 713
55* 8 71)8
56,2 712
57 ,8 693
57.0 702
56,8 703
57.2 711
56,4 707
57,4 696
58,4 680
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Test #27 b
Performance Tests 69.3 nJ
S 1^s/w
52 2 60.8 ,000633
102 4 59.8 656
203 8 58.0 679
300 12 56,2 713
400 16 56.2 713
500 20 56,6 712
592 24 57.2 708
702 28 56.8 703
807 32 56.6 702
900 36 57.2 701
997 40 58.0 692
1240 25 29,3 688
Meter runs on 10 watts.
f r
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Test Trzi c.
Performance Tests 47.8^.
E P.P.
110 1.0
w S
2 66.0 .000583
102 4 62.0 633
203 8 59.8 658
305 12 58.6 675
396 16 60.0 674
498 20 60.2 668
597 24 60.6 663
698 28 60.6 660
792 32 61.6 656
395 36 62.0 649
1000 40 62.6 640
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Tost #27 d.
Performance Tests 61.0
ww
57 2
112 4
223 8
350 12
ift
550 22
650 26
770 30
882 26
990 36
s
54.0 ,000650
50.0 713
50^8 707
50.4 722
57.2 715
57,6 695
57.4 697
61.5 634
55.4 533
75.6 432
"fv'
•1*
*
-r
-f^
-f
f + f -ii-
" ""4
4.
f "*• -»
^>
-fr ^ 4 4 ^ ^,
4^

